
SUMMARY OF THE TECHNICAL CONVENERS MEETING OF 14 May 2018 
 
 

Present: Auguste, Paul, Matthew, Wataru, Toshiaki, Felix, Sergej, Akira, Ivan, Karsten, Claude. 
 
NEWS FROM SUBDETECTORS: 
- Vertex: the BEAST DEPFET detector is being commissioned at BELLE II. 
- FTD: there is progress on the thermo-mechanical mockup of the detector frame. 
- TPC: a new light endplate equipped with micromegas detectors is in preparation for beam tests at 

DESY in November. There is also progress on the simulation of the TPC mechanical behavior and of its 
dEdx response.   

- AHCAL: the 1m3 technological prototype was successfully completed and is currently under 
beamtests at CERN. First results are very encouraging and will be shown in the CALOR conference next 
week, as well as in Fukuoka. 

- FCAL: progress from a Collaboration meeting last week will be reported in Fukuoka. 
 
INTERFACE and CONTROL DOCUMENTS (ICD): 
- The Vertex detector is gathering information from experience with STAR and ALICE implementations. 
- Roman is collecting expertise from CMS on power distribution based on DC/DC converters. 
- There is progress from the Vertex and TPC in gathering their cavern utility information to be 

summarized in the excel file distributed by Yasuhiro Sugimoto. The AHCAL information is also available 
for filling the table. 

- A list of questions about the subdetector dataflows has been sent by Claude. As a response Vincent 
Boudry sent back the DBD corresponding summary table. The goal is to understand the intrinsic 
characteristics of the subdetector data and to optimize their online processing. For example, the DBD 
table shows a very high rate of HCAL data thought to be due to neutrons in the endcaps, for which 
the beam layout could be optimized as was done by CLIC. Claude will distribute the DBD DAQ table 
for its update and completion by the subdetectors.  

 
ILD DESIGN REPORT (IDR):  
- Claude has distributed a draft of the technical content of the IDR, based on the available information 

and plots. 
- Subdetectors are asked to check the proposed content and to provide suggestions for updated plots 

and results. 
 
ALCW MEETING IN KYUSHU (https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/7826/) 
- The technical parallel sessions within the week should provide the latest status of subdetector 

developments.  
- Claude is scheduled to give the LC detector overview talk on Friday morning, for which he will 

appreciate early communication of the latest results to be shown in the technical parallel sessions. 
- An ILD meeting is scheduled at the end of the week, for which a draft agenda has been posted 

(https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/7901/). ILD members should register separately to this ILD 
part in order to allow adequate organization.  

https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/7826/
https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/7901/


- An ILD technical parallel session is scheduled on Saturday morning. It was agreed to use this 
opportunity to discuss the technical content of the IDR. Other topics can also be added on request to 
the agenda of this meeting. 

 
NEXT VIDYO MEETING: First week of July, 10:00 Paris time, doodle to be distributed. 
 
SUMMARY OF SHORT TERM ACTIONS (until next meeting) : 
- Update ICDs with subdetector cabling&service information for ILD internal integration (subdetectors). 
- Fill Yasuhiro’s excel file for cavern utilities (subdetectors)  
- Distribution of the DBD subdetectors DAQ table (Claude) and update/completion of its content 

(subdetectors). 
- Check and update the technical content of the IDR (subdetectors) 

 
 
 


